iPad Connect Arm
The iPad Connect Arm is a versatile, adjustable arm, designed to securely
mount and display an iPad or other tablet device in a restaurant kitchen,
or back-of-house environment.

MEASUREMENTS
105mm
220mm

105mm

220mm

220mm

max 55mm

90

FEATURES
Designed with premium, solid,
anodised aluminum.

Keeps your device mounted safely
and securely in place.

Ergonomically friendly with screen
angle adjustment for all heights.

Full range of motion adjustment at
multiple adjustment points.

Positionable in either portrait or
landscape orientations.

Compatible with all Proper iPad
Connect Cases or Universal
Connect Adapter.

For more information, or to express your interest in placing an order,
you can email us at: solutions@studioproper.com
Or visit our website to browse our full range: studioproper.com

Vertical Assembly
Mounted with a table surface clamp.
In its vertical form, the iPad
Connect Arm can be clamped to
the edge of any table surface using
an industry grade hand-screw
mechanism. Versatile rotation
functionality is built to withstand
even the busiest back-of-house
use, and a full range of swift angle
adjustment allows for continual
use throughout the workday.
The iPad Connect Arm mounts
securely to any of our protective
iPad Connect Cases, or device
ambiguous Universal Connect

Adapter, and is built with robust
anodised aluminum for complete
peace-of-mind.
Mounted vertically, the Connect
Arm can stand as tall as 600mm
when fully extended, and offers
more than 200° of rotation from
various points of adjustment
throughout the arm.

Wall Mounted Assembly
Mounted with included mounting plate + 4 screws.
In its wall mounted form, the
iPad Connect Arm can be securely
mounted to any sturdy wall surface
using the mounting plate provided.
This assembly is achieved by
unscrewing the bottom length
of the arm, allowing it to reside
closer to the wall, removing any
occupational health and safety
concerns, as well as saving valuable
space in a busy back-of-house
environment.
The iPad Connect Arm mounts
securely to any of our protective

iPad Connect Cases, or device
ambiguous Universal Connect
Adapter, and is built with robust
anodised aluminum for complete
peace-of-mind.
Wall mounted, the Connect Arm
can sit up to 400mm from the
wall when fully extended, and
offers more than 200° of rotation
from various points of adjustment
throughout the arm.

